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go Press, 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60637 USA.
xvii + 448 pages, U.S. $49

In 1961, wolf biologist Douglas Pimlott wrote: “The
wolf poses one of the most important conservation
questions of our time. Will the species still exist when
the twentieth century passes into history?”

Pimlott, if he were alive today, would be amazed
and heartened by Wolves: Behavior, Ecology, and Con-
servation by L. D. Mech and L. Boitani because not
only does it describe evidence of a “turn around” for
the species that occurred in recent decades, but pro-
vides an encyclopaedia of scientific information about
the wolf that has come from a remarkable amount of
research over the past 40 years. 

This book replaces one by David Mech written in
1970. However, this “update” is a much expanded,
22-authored, 448 page tome that provides one of the
most extensive descriptions of the ecology of any
mammal species in the world. The Table of Contents
provides evidence of the book’s depth, with chapters
on: wolf social ecology; behaviour; communication;
wolf-prey relations; wolf physiology; genetics; evo-
lution and taxonomy; interactions with non-prey; res-
toration of the red wolf; wolves and humans; wolf con-
servation and recovery.

This is a book that you should read in selected chap-
ters, rather than from cover to cover. There is too much
detail to absorb, and although mostly written clearly,
the style is fully referenced science. The book is well
indexed, and brings together research conclusions on
any conceivable topic related to wolves, very useful
either for the interested person or the biologist. 

The intent of the book, according to the editors, is
to counter the “myth and legend, forklore and fairy tale”
that has, and continues, to surround the species, by
presenting a scientific view of the animal. The under-
lying assumption is that this scientific understanding
will result in support for wise management of the ex-
panded wolf populations that now exist in many places
in the world. A more poetic reason for the book is
given by physiologist Terry Kreeger: “Physiologically,
we know a great deal about the wolf, although we still
have much to learn. But why should we continue to
study the wolf? Some people curse the animal; others
deify it. As scientists study it, we may be able to blunt
these extremes and place the wolf in proper perspec-
tive. Wolves tend to roughen the edges of a world being
smoothed by human hands. For many of us, that is

good reason to learn what we can about them, inside
and out, and certainly good reason to work for their
conservation.”

Some chapters are difficult, particularly those ad-
dressing wolf taxonomy and genetics, because the data
from research are themselves confusing, contradictory
or only tentative. Both fields have been fraught with
“re-interpretations,” sometimes by the same researchers,
and consensus on what constitutes adequate evidence
is unclear. For example, in the genetics chapter is a
statement that parent-offspring relationships can be
determined by examining nuclear DNA at as little as
10 microsatellite loci, whereas work done in associa-
tion with our Algonquin wolf studies showed that as
many as 15 loci were needed to avoid mistakes. These
chapters leave their respective topics in chaos; hope-
fully, analytical methods soon will improve. 

All other chapters are more readable and, because
of the wealth of data, lead to more intruiging descrip-
tions of the lives of wolves. Portrayed here are images
of the wolf as a highly adaptable and intelligent species,
one with a set of biological limits and norms, but
with the flexibility to exercise a great deal of individual
choice, the key to its success. 

Human-wolf relationships are chronicled through
the ages, right up to modern attitudes and their con-
sequence for the future of the species. In a final chap-
ter, Mech and Boitani reflect on the need to shift our
perspectives on how to manage wolves from one of past
“trench warfare” between people with different atti-
tudes, to some new, more moderate paradigm that
accepts the wolf with human imposed limits on pop-
ulation size, particularly in human-altered environ-
ments where it has been shown capable of surviving.
Missing, however, is recognition of the importance of
maintaining at least some areas as a crucible of natu-
ral selective forces surrounding the species – the very
forces out of which the species evolved – rather than
being content with the imposition of human modified
environments and human control. There is still more
to achieve before we congratulate ourselves in saving
the real “wild” wolf in real intact wilderness.
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Named after the Greek god of the northwind, Boreas,
the boreal forests of the world carpet the northern cir-
cumpolar reaches. St retching across Canada from New-


